“ANKUR 2015” – The Induction Programme for the new batch(2015-17) was conducted from 27th July’15 to 31st July’15.

**Day I (27.07.15)** - The Program was inaugurated at the hands of Shri. Anil Sharma, Secretary, Jai DurgaBahu-uddheshiya Jan KalyanSanstha, Nagpur. In his brief address to the students, sir congratulated the students for choosing GHIMR and elaborated upon the facilities and opportunities that would be provided to them during their stay in the Institute for the next two years. He also put forth the expectation of the institute from the students and how the synergy would take them towards a bright career.

The Director of the Institute, Dr. T. Kalyani welcomed the students and discussed the various events and programs conducted by the college to mould student’s character and personality to make them good citizens. Hence, put forth the importance of attending classes regularly.

The Inaugural Function was followed by a session by the Academic Coordinator, Prof. Rajani Kumar. The students were given a detailed account of the Academics and Examination pattern. A tentative plan of the entire session was also discussed.

To have a better understanding of the new students a “Self Introduction and Interactive Session” was conducted.

**Day II- (28.07.15)**

The second day commenced with lecture on “Management Education and its Feasibility” by guest speaker Dr. S Subramaniam. He narrated several stories from the real world to make students understand and follow for a better career. Students were shown the movie “Life of Pie” during the post lunch session.

Besides entertainment, students were expected to list out the management lessons from the movie.

**Day III-(29.07.15)**

Dr. Nikhil Atale was the guest speaker for the day’s session on “MBA & Globalization: Am I Ready to Conquer the World”? Dr. Atale started with the evolution of Management studies and job opportunities today. He also stressed upon the skills required by the future Managers and the ways to sharpen those.
The session was followed by Movie Review Presentation by the students. Prof. Avinash Bhowate engaged the session and sorted out two best students for the prize.

**Day IV (30.07.15)**

During the first half of the 4th Day Mr. Mahendra Kakade conducted a session on “Game Changer - The Professional game”. Through an interactive session students were informed about the importance of Goal setting and ways to achieve those.

In order to assess the talents of the students they were given opportunity to participate in various competitions viz: Collage Making, Talent Hunt, Skit Competition and J2M. Students actively participated in the events during the post lunch session. The session was co-ordinated by Prof. Sachin Barve and Prof. Arvind Khadse.

**Day V (31.07.15)**

The first session of the last day of ANKUR 2015 was engaged by Prof. Anup Suchak who introduced the students to MOODLE and explained about its applications and benefits. A test was conducted to provide practical exposure of MOODLE to the students.

During the 2nd session of the day Dr. Moiz Haque conducted a session on “Importance of Communication for Budding Managers”. The session was made interesting through interaction and live examples from the day today lives.

During the last session students were told about the college norms and culture which they need to follow during their stay in the college.